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I assume you have a working LCD with a RA8875 controller. I also assume that you have the basic code 

working which includes writing commands and data. If not then this document may be hard to follow. 

Understanding the font. This image was pulled from the datasheet of the RA8875. 

 

They actually do a pretty good job explaining how the data is expected to be. Basically the font is 8x16 

and is a LEFT to RIGHT, Top to BOTTOM style.  Meaning MSbit is on the LEFT and MSbyte is on the 

bottom. Each left to right (ENTIRE WIDTH) is 8bits or 1 BYTE, and there are 16 bytes to create the height 

of the font.  

For the first example they draw a battery in FONT SPACE 0x00. They don’t tell us the code for drawing 

this but ill explain it here. We know it’s a 8x16 pattern. So lets redraw it larger. 



 

Remember the MSbit is on the LEFT here and we are going from top to bottom. Obviously the first 3 

rows are blank and are 0x00,0x00,0x00… already we have 3 of 16 bytes needed.. lets call this font 

character “batt”. 

unsigned char batt[16] = {0,0,0}; 

This is what we have so far. The next byte which is the 4th row is (in binary) 00011000 which is 24 in 

decimal, we can simply use binary if needed but just because I prefer decimal ill use it. 

unsigned char batt[16] = {0,0,0,24}; 

Now we have 4 rows, just continue this process: 

00011000  =  24 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
01111110  =  126 
00000000  =  0 
00000000  =  0 
 

Ok so when following the process we have all our bytes. 

unsigned char batt[16] = {0,0,0,24,24,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,0,0}; 



As you can see its pretty simple to draw a single font but Im thinking this should be more automated and 

I probably will create a C# application to convert FONTS and IMAGES to 8x16 Characters. 

 

Now that we created a font, how do we load it into CGRAM and use it on our screen? For this the 

datasheet shows us the process.  

 

This is also a simple process. Just be sure to set the correct bits. I have already created 2 functions which 

do this. One does a SINGLE character and the other LOOPS an array to do entire fonts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



void Load_Font(unsigned char *buff,unsigned char start, unsigned char len) 
{ 
    int z; 
    int count = start; 
 
    for(z=start;z<(len+start);z++) 
    { 
        Load_Char(count, (buff+(count*16))); 
        count++; 
    } 
 
 
    Write_Dir(0x41,0x00);    //Write to LAYERS 
} 
 
void Load_Char(unsigned char loc, unsigned char *data) 
{ 
    char z; 
    WriteCommand(0x40,0x00);    //Graphics Mode 
    WriteCommand(0x23,loc);     //CGRAM Space Select 
    WriteCommand(0x21,0x00);    //Select CGRAM 
    WriteCommand(0x41,0x04);    //Write to CGRAM 
 
    LCD_CmdWrite(0x02);         //Begin Write 
 
    for(z=0;z<16;z++) 
        LCD_DataWrite(*data++); 
     
} 
 

Here are a couple font examples: 

 
unsigned char AtomFont[4][16] = { 
    {0,0,0,24,24,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,0,0}, 
    {0,0,0,24,24,126,66,66,66,114,126,126,126,126,0,0}, 
    {0,0,252,198,191,165,165,253,99,63,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
    {0,0,0,0,0,2,2,10,10,42,42,170,170,0,0,0} 
}; 
 
unsigned char batt[16] = {0,0,0,24,24,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,126,0,0}; 
unsigned char batt2[16] = {0,0,0,24,24,126,66,66,66,114,126,126,126,126,0,0}; 
 

You can use the LoadChar to load the single buffers like batt and batt2. Load Font is used to load entire 

fonts or portions of fonts. 

For Load_Char: 



LOC = Font Character Location or Position 

DATA = BUFFER (Location of buffer) 

Example: 

Load_Char(0, batt); 

Load_Char(1, batt2); 

Load_Font is used like: 

BUFFER = LARGE FONT BUFFER 

START = Start of character in buffer 

LEN = How many characters 

Example: 

Load_Font(AtomFont, 0, 4); //Loads ever character into CGRAM starting at location 0 to location 3 

Load_Font(AtomFont, 2, 2); //Loads 2 characters starting from location 2 to location 3 

 

Displaying your font. If you are using CGRAM for ACTUAL FONT data like a ASCII CHART then I would 

recommending loading in the font using real ASCII positions meaning.. 

 

Since I use decimal ill explain with it. If you want to be able to send out strings to the lcd with this new 

font then make sure the LOCATION matches the font NUMBER. So if you have a new LOWERCASE letter 



“a” then be sure to place it in location 97. If not then you can not send out strings and will have to use a 

new code to send out data.  

If you are using CGRAM for symbols then you can go ahead and use anything you like but be sure to 

create a visual chart to keep track of what is what. Code can get confusing if not at least commented. 

To load a custom font: 

This assumes your buffer is a new ASCII chart. 

    Load_Font(AtomFont,32,95);  //load 95 characters starting from 32 (SPACE) 

    Write_Dir(0x40,0x80);//Set the character mode 

    Write_Dir(0x21,0x80);//Select the internal CGRAM 

    FontWrite_Position(10,10); 

    String(“Hello World!”); 

 

This assumes your buffer is symbols. 

    Load_Font(AtomSymbols,0,4);  //load 4 characters starting from 0 

    Write_Dir(0x40,0x80);    //Set the character mode 

    Write_Dir(0x21,0x80);    //Select the internal CGRAM 

    FontWrite_Position(10,10); 

 

    LCD_CmdWrite(0x02); //Character-Text MODE 

    LCD_DataWrite(0); //Draw Character from POSITION 0 

    LCD_DataWrite(1);  //Draw Character from POSITION 1 

    LCD_DataWrite(2);  //Draw Character from POSITION 2 

    LCD_DataWrite(3);  //Draw Character from POSITION 3 

 

I hope I explained this enough and without 
too many typos  
Enjoy! 
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